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AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY

Dear Colleagues:

Welcome to the 31st Annual meeting of the American Society of Criminology. With the theme of “Criminology and Criminal Justice: Convergences and Divergences” the Program Committee has endeavored to provide for you a stimulating and provocative meeting.

There are 106 Panels, 10 Colloquia, and 11 Roundtables scheduled, with over 600 persons participating in what we believe to be the largest program ever sponsored by the Society. Additionally, a Professional Employment Exchange, a Film Festival, and publishers’ exhibit have been planned. At the three major plenary sessions, the ASC award winners will present significant papers.

Persons wishing to purchase copies of papers presented at the Annual Meeting may do so at the Registration Desk.

Social events have been planned for each evening, including a banquet on Friday evening.
All meetings and events are scheduled for the first, third or fifth floors at the Philadelphia Sheraton.

We trust you will enjoy this Annual Meeting.

Ronald L. Akers, President
American Society of Criminology
1979 Annual Meeting

Alvin W. Cohn, Program Chair

1979 PROGRAM COMMITTEE

Alvin W. Cohn, Program Chair
Travis Hirschi
Barbara Raffel Price
Benjamin Ward


Local Arrangements Committee
Marilyn Slivka, Chair

DIRECTORY OF EXHIBITS

This exhibit presents many publications related to criminology and criminal justice, including numerous titles authored by members of the American Society of Criminology. We have attempted to select materials and arrange displays to bring the latest and most pertinent publications to the attention of members of the Society.

The exhibit is located on the Tiered Balcony, on the 3rd floor near the registration desk. Orders for publications may be placed at the exhibit. Many publishers offer Annual Meeting discounts.

The exhibit will be open on Wednesday from 2:00 to 5:30 p.m., on Thursday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m., and on Friday from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Continuous screenings of films suitable for classroom adoption can be viewed from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m., Wednesday through Friday, at Delaware Valley C & D, on the 3rd floor, opposite the registration desk. The schedule of films to be screened will be posted each day.

The directory of exhibitors cited below is a partial listing, reflecting only those reservations received in advance of the printing of this final program. Exhibitors marked with an asterisk (*) have reserved individual spaces and generally have representatives present to respond to your inquiries.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exhibitors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Publishing Company, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Association of American Geographers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Basic Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beacon Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Books America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Butterworth Publishing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Child Protection Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Christopher Publishing House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRM/McGraw Hill Films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsevier North-Holland, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsevier Sequoia S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focal Point Films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Glencoe Publishing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greenwood Press, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harper &amp; Row Publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harvard University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Holt, Rinehart and Winston</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Houghton Mifflin Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Inter-university Consortium for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political and Social Research/Criminal Justice Archive Information Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnny Read's, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Les Presses de l'Universite' de Montreal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Lexington Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little Brown &amp; Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGraw Hill Book Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*National Council on Crime and Delinquency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Viewpoints, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oelgeschlager, Gunn &amp; Hain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Oxford University Press, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Pergamon Press, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prentice-Hall, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pyramid Films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routledge &amp; Kegan Paul, Ltd.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rutgers University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Sage Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scholten Books</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Scribner's Sons Publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southern Illinois University Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State University of New York Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Texas Criminal Justice Center (Sam Houston State University)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles C. Thomas Publishers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The University of California Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The University of Chicago Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Chicago Press Journals Division</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Notre Dame Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Pittsburgh Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>University of Toronto Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*University Microfilms International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wadsworth Publishing Co.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Westview Press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Wiley &amp; Sons, Inc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*Zipporah Films</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A DISPLAY COPY BOOK SALE WILL COMMENCE AT 2:00 P.M. ON FRIDAY AT THE ASC COMBINED BOOK EXHIBIT. SUBSTANTIAL DISCOUNTS ON PUBLICATIONS WILL BE AVAILABLE TO ASC MEMBERS.

ASC members desiring to have their publications displayed at the 1980 Annual Meeting should contact Harve C. Horowitz, ASC Advertising/Exhibits Representative, at the ASC Combined Book Exhibit, or at 10369 Currycomb Ct., Columbia, MD 21044 (301-997-0763).

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY

PROFESSIONAL EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE

The Professional Employment Exchange is a regular feature at each ASC Annual Meeting. Prospective employers register annually for positions available. Additionally, those seeking employment register. There are no fees for this service. The Exchange will be open Wednesday through Friday, 9:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Delaware Valley Rooms A and B

William H. Parsonsage and Jill Leslie Rosenbaum
Co-Chairs

AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY

32nd ANNUAL MEETING

November 5-8, 1980
Sheraton-Palace Hotel
San Francisco, California

Theme:
"Myths and Realities Guiding New Criminal Justice Trends"

Daniel Glaser, President, ASC
Malcolm W. Klein, Program Chair

For further information, contact:
Malcolm W. Klein
Sociology Department
University of Southern California
Los Angeles, California 90007
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY

PROGRAM

Tuesday, November 6, 1979

2:00-9:00  Registration
Registration Desk — Third Floor

6:00-8:00  ASC Executive Board Meeting
76 Room
Presiding: Ronald L. Akers, President, American Society of Criminology

Wednesday, November 7, 1979

8:00-5:00  Registration
Registration Desk — Third Floor

VISIT THE BOOK EXHIBIT — TIERED BALCONY, 3rd FLOOR
2:00 to 5:30 p.m.
FILM FESTIVAL — DELAWARE VALLEY C & D — 3rd FLOOR
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Plenary Session I: Pennsylvania Room (10:00-10:30)
Welcome and Orientation
Presiding: Ronald L. Akers, President
The American Society of Criminology

Panel 1  Pavilion Room: 10:30-12:00
Topic: The Future of Standards for Correctional Agencies
Chair: DALE K. SECHREST, American Correctional Association
Speakers:
CHRISTOPHER DUNN, National Institute of Mental Health — “Second Guessing Whom? The Future Implementing Correctional Standards After Wolfsch”
ARNOLD HOPKINS, Maryland Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services — “The Use of Standards in the Accreditation Process”
IRA KIRSCHBAUM, Federal Bureau of Prisons — “Standards From the Perspective of the Bureau of Prisons”

Discusssant: DAVID FOGEL, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle

A number of panels for the 31st Annual Meeting were organized by Dae Chang, representing the group of ASC members known as the International Section and chair of the Committee on International Criminology in ASC. He was assisted by Paul Fridas, chair of the International Liaison Committee, ASC. The Program Committee is grateful for their work.
WEDNESDAY 10:30 a.m. - 12:00 noon

Panel 6  Room 547-552:  10:30-12:00
Topic: Evaluating the Effects of Innovation on Social Control
Chair: MICHAEL R. GOTTFREDSON, Criminal Justice Research Center
Speakers:
JOHN GOLDKAMP, Temple University — “Bail, Discrimination and Control”
ALAN HARLAND, Criminal Justice Research Center — “Increasing Intrusiveness: The Tyranny of Benevolence”
MARILYN CHANDLER and MICHAEL R. GOTTFREDSON, Criminal Justice Research Center — “Penal Policy and Social Control: The Federal Youth Corrections Act”
CARL E. POPE and WILLIAM FEVERHERM, University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee — “Dynamic Analytic Techniques”
Discussant: JOHN GIBBS, Rutgers University

Panel 7  Room 530:  10:30-12:00
Topic: The Aged Criminal Offender: Problems, Programs and Prospects
Chair: GAIL S. FUNKE, Institute for Economic and Policy Studies, Inc.
Speakers:
DONALD COHEN, State University of New York/Albany — “A Survey of New York State Prison Elderly Inmates”
GREGORY J. LEGAZ, IEPAS, Inc. — “Application of Gerontological Theories to the Elderly Offender”
RICHARD A. SMITH, St. Petersburg Police Department — “Annual Crime and the Elderly Report”
BRAD WALTER, Consilium, Inc. — “Project 60”

Panel 8  Room 534:  10:30-12:00
Topic: Studies in the Use of Non-Professionals in Criminal Justice Systems
Chair: CLEMENTINE L. KAUFMAN, Johns Hopkins University
Speakers:
KEITH LEENHOUT, National Council on Crime and Delinquency — “A National Survey of Volunteer Programs in the Criminal Justice Field”
PETER C. KRATCOSKI, Kent State University — “The Motivation of Volunteers Serving in the Criminal Justice System”
CLEMENTINE L. KAUFMAN, Johns Hopkins University — “The Legitimacy of Volunteer Programs in Juvenile Centers — A Study of Staff Resistance”
SIDNEY LANGER, Kean College of New Jersey — “Fear in the Deterrence of Delinquency: The Lifers Program, Rahway State Prison”

Panel 9  Room 540-546:  10:30-12:00
Topic: Religion and Crime
Chair: RODNEY STARK, University of Washington
Speakers:
LORI KENT, University of Washington — “Religion and Delinquency: The Ecology of a ‘Lost’ Relationship”
DANIEL P. DOYLE, University of Washington — “Church Membership and Crime: The Impact of Moral Communities”
Discussants: JOHN SIMPSON AND JOHN HAGAN, University of Toronto

Panel 10  Room 548-554:  10:30-12:00
Topic: Sociohistorical Methods in Criminological Research
Chair: W. CLINTON TERRY, University of Florida/Gainesville
Speakers:
ELLEN DWYER, Indiana University — “Homes for the Mad: Categorization and Treatment of Mental Patients in Nineteenth Century Asylums”
ERIC JOHNSON, Central Michigan University — “Urban-Rural Differences in Late 19th Century French Criminality”
GERALD WOODS, Solicitor General of Canada — “Criminal Justice History: New Topic, Old Method”
Discussants: HAROLD E. PEPIŃSKY, Indiana University and JOHN CONLEY, University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee

Panel 11  Room 555-558:  10:30-12:00
Topic: The Biochemistry of Crime
Chair: CLIFFORD E. SIMONSEN, Seattle City College
Speakers:
SHEILAGH HODGINS, University of Montreal — “Psychopathy: An Examination of the Psycho-physiological Findings”
ALEXANDER SCHAUSB and CLIFFORD E. SIMONSEN, Seattle City College — “A Re-examination of Containment Theory From a Bio-Behavior Perspective”
J. E. HOVEY, University of California/Los Angeles — “A Conceptual Model of Violence and the Role of Public Health in Prevention”
Discussant: ANTHONY R. MAWSON, Loyola University

Plenary Session II: Pennsylvania Room (1:15-2:15)
Topic: Mental Abnormality and the Law
Speaker: NORVAL MORRIS
University of Chicago Law School
August Vollmer Award Winner
Presiding: ALVIN W. COHN
1979 Program Chair

VISIT THE BOOK EXHIBIT — TIERED BALCONY — 3rd FLOOR
2:00 to 5:30 p.m.

FILM FESTIVAL — DELAWARE VALLEY C & D — 3rd FLOOR
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Panel 12  Pavilion Room: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Issues in the Establishment of Minimum Standards for Criminology and Criminal Justice Education
Chair: VINCE J. WEBB, Joint Commission on Criminology and Criminal Justice Education and Standards
Speakers:
FRANK MORN, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle — “Academic Disciplines and Debates: Criminal Justice and Criminology and Higher Education”
SCOTT MARDEN and ELIZABETH SEBUCK, Joint Commission on Criminology and Criminal Justice Education and Standards — “Research for Standard Setting: Conceptual and Methodological Problems”
VINCE J. WEBB, Joint Commission on Criminology and Criminal Justice Education and Standards and RICHARD H. WARD, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle — “From Research to Implementation: Can Minimum Standards be Established?”
Discussants: Board Members of the Joint Commission on Criminology and Criminal Justice Education and Standards

Panel 13  76 Room: 2:30-4:00
Topic (Panel Presentation): Grievance Mechanisms in Prisons: Fairness or Frivolity?
Chair: LINDA R. SINGER, Center for Community Justice
Speakers:
ALLEN F. BREED, National Institute of Corrections
DAVID D. DILLINGHAM, Center for Community Justice
JOHN HEPBURN, Pennsylvania State University
LINDA R. SINGER, Center for Community Justice

Panel 14  Room 547-553: 2:30-4:00
Topic (Panel Presentation): New and Emerging Issues Relating to Drug Treatment of Criminal Offenders
Chair: CARL HAMPTON, National Institute of Drug Abuse
Speakers:
RAYMOND OLESEN, American Correction Association
FRANK TUBBS, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
DAN SKOLAR, American Bar Association
ANDREW MECCA, Marin County Department of Mental Health

Panel 15  Room 540-546: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Juvenile Institutions and Juvenile Courts
Chair: V. V. PRAKASA RAO, Jackson State University
Speakers:
CHRISTOPHER M. SIEVERDES and CLEMENS L. BARTOLLAS, Clemson University — “Female Delinquents in Juvenile Institutions”
SEGRETT WAILLES and Y. V. PRAKASA RAO, Jackson State University — “A Longitudinal Study of Male Delinquents in Juvenile Institutions”
JAMES T. SPROLS, University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee — “Juvenile Court (Non) Compliance: Nonurban Counties and Pennsylvania Juvenile Court Act of 1972”
Discussant: LAWRENCE FRENCH, University of Nebraska/Lincoln

Panel 16  Room 548-554: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Evaluating the Rehabilitation of Criminal Offenders
Chair: GARY D. GOTTFREDSON, Johns Hopkins University
Speakers:
LEE SECHRIST, Florida State University — “Overview: What Do We Know About the Rehabilitation of Offenders?”
ANN WITTE, University of North Carolina/Chapel Hill — “Economic Approaches to Offender Rehabilitation”
GARY D. GOTTFREDSON, Johns Hopkins University — “Penal Policy and the Evaluation of Rehabilitation”
SUSAN MARTIN, National Research Council — “What Do We Need to Know: Some Reflections on Research Needs?”
Discussant: MARGUERITE Q. WARREN, State University of New York/Albany

Panel 17  Room 527: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Research on Probation
Chair: TODD R. CLEAR, Rutgers University
Speakers:
CHRIS W. ESKRIDGE, University of Nebraska/Omaha — “The Use of Volunteers in Probation: A National Synthesis”
GENNARO F. VITO, California State University/Long Beach — Shock Probation in Ohio: Use of Base Expectancy Rates as Evaluation Technique”
EDWARD J. LATESSA, University of Alabama in Birmingham — “Intensive Probation: An Evaluation of the Effectiveness of an Intensive Diversion Unit”
ROBERT J. CARNEY, Marist College — “Research on Probation Effectiveness”
Discussant: MARYLYN SLIVKA, Philadelphia Court of Common Pleas

Panel 18  Room 545: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Trials and Juries: Recent Research
Chair: CHARLES L. NEWMAN, Dallas County Sheriff’s Department Jail System and University of Texas/Arlington
Speakers:
PAULINE HOULDEN, University of Florida/Gainesville — “Attitudes Toward Modifying Plea Bargaining”
CAROL FENSTER, University of Denver — “Females as Partners in Crime: The Adjudication of Criminal Co-Defendants”
FRED MONTANINO, Yale University — SUNY/Purchase — “The Protected Witness: A Functional Necessity”
CLAUS TJADEN, Colorado Division of Criminal Justice — “Imposing the Sentence: A Lack of Adequate Criteria”
Discussant: CHARLES L. NEWMAN, Dallas County Sheriff’s Department Jail System and University of Texas/Arlington

Panel 19  Room 556-558: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Why Not (Also) An Experiential Criminology?
Chair: RICHARD R. KORN, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Speakers:
RICHARD R. KORN, John Jay College of Criminal Justice — “First, Second and Third-Person Perspectives in Criminology and Social Policy”
Discussant: JAMES ROBISON, Social Research Associates
Panel 20 Room 530: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Imprisonment in the Nordic Countries: Denmark, Finland, Norway, and Sweden
Chair: JOHN P. J. DUSSICH, University of Southern Mississippi
Speakers:
STAN HECKSCHER, Ministry of Justice — Stockholm
ANNIKA SNARE, Institute of Criminology and Criminal Law — Oslo
BRITTA KYVSGAARD, Institute of Criminal Science — Copenhagen
MATTI JOUTSEN, Research Institute of Legal Policy — Helsinki
Discussant: DAVID ORRICK, Norwich University

Panel 21 Independence Room: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Trends in Female Criminology
Chair: DARRELL J. STEFFENSMEIER, Pennsylvania State University
Speakers:
DARRELL J. STEFFENSMEIER and JOHN KOKENDA, Pennsylvania State University — “The Views of Contemporary Theives Concerning Patterns of Female Criminality”
Peggy Giordano and Tina Beranbaum, Bowling Green State University — “Female Criminality: Have Times Really Changed?”
DOUGLAS A. SMITH and CHRISTY A. VISHIER, University of Indiana/Bloomington — “Sex and Involvement in Deviance/Crime: A Quantitative Analysis of the Empirical Literature”
JO ANN GORA, Fairleigh Dickinson University — “A Cohort Analysis of Sex Differences in Crime Seriouness Trends, 1939-76”
Discussant: ELEANOR MILLER GORMAN/CUNY/Queens College

Panel 22 Room 534: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Testing Control Theory
Chair: MADELINE G. AULTMAN, Fordham University
Speakers:
W. WILLIAM MINOR, University of Maryland — “Neuralization as a Hardening Process”
LINDA S. ANDERSON, Mankato State University and RAYMOND PATERNOSTER, University of South Carolina — “Social Control Theory and Deterrence”
CATHERINE H. CONLY, Laurel, Maryland — “An Empirical Analysis of Control Theories of Delinquency: Drift or the Bond to Conformity”
MARVIN D. KROHN and JAMES MASSEY, University of Iowa — “Social Bonding Theory. Drug Use and Delinquent Behavior”
Discussant: DELBERT ELLIOTT, Behavioral Research Institute

Colloquium-1* Room 527: 4:15-5:30
Topic: “Simplistic Marxism and Simpleminded Critics of Marxist Criminology”
Speaker: WILLIAM CHAMBLISS, University of Delaware
*Admission to all Colloquia is by pre-registration only.

Colloquium-2 Room 545: 4:15-5:30
Topic: “Practical Effects of Diversion and Restitution: Every Criminal Gets One Free Crime and Can Give the Money Back Interest Free”
Speaker: HONORABLE TIMOTHY MURPHY, Superior Court. Washington, D.C.

Colloquium-3 Room 530: 4:15-5:30
Topic: “Collectivities as Criminal Actors and Criminological Theories”
Speaker: ALBERT K. COHEN, University of Connecticut

Colloquium-4 Room 534: 4:15-5:30
Speaker: MARGUERITE Q. WARREN, State University of New York/Albany

Colloquium-5 Room 556-558: 4:15-5:30
Topic: “Grievance Procedures in Prison and Parole: Fair or Frivolous?”
Speaker: ALLEN BREED, National Institute of Corrections

Colloquium-6 Room 548-554: 4:15-5:30
Topic: “The Criminalological Enterprise: Where Do We Go From Here?”
Speaker: DON GIBBONS, Portland State University

Roundtable-1 Room 540-546: 4:15-5:30
Topic: Function of Legal Sanctions: Crime Deterrence, Retribution, or Control of Marginal Labor
Moderator: CHARLES WELLFORD, U.S. Department of Justice
Speakers:
WILLIAM G. ARCHAMBEAULT, Valencia Community College — “Theory of Differential Deterrence”
DONALD J. HARRIS, Temple University — “Marginal Labor and Legal Repression”
HENRY PONTELL, University of California/Irvine — “Deterrence and System Capacity”

Roundtable-2 Room 547-553: 4:15-5:30
Topic: Studies of Criminal Justice and Corrections
Moderator: WILLIAM E. AMOS, U.S. Parole Commission
Speakers:
LAWRENCE KIELICH, Aquinas College — “Victimization and Attitudes Towards Police Performance Among Juveniles”
ROBERT E. PAGE, Lake City Community College — “Corruption in the Florida Criminal Justice System”
RAYMOND TESKE, Sam Houston State University — “Fear of Crime and Attitudes Toward the Police in Texas”
DAVID HODGETT, Southern Illinois University/Carbondale — “Work Release Completion and Community Readjustment”
Roundtable-3  76 Room: 4:15-5:30  
**Topic:** Schools, Control, and Models of Delinquency Causation

**Moderator:** CHARLES W. THOMAS, Rowling Green State University

**Speakers:**
- MICHAEL WIAWROWSKI, Johns Hopkins University — “School Processes and Delinquency”
- AVTAR SINGH, Ottawa, Ontario — “Stimulus-seeking, School Environment, and Self-reported Delinquency”
- GIORA RAVAIH, Florida State University — “Models of Delinquency Causation”
- MARVIN D. KROHN and RONALD L. AKERS, University of Iowa — “Delinquency and Drug Use: The Effect of Social Status in the Correspondence Context of School”

Roundtable-4  Pavilion Room: 4:15-5:30  
**Topic:** Punishment and Society: Philosophical Justification and Public Opinion

**Moderator:** DONAL E. J. MacNAMARA, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

**Speakers:**
- ERNEST van den HAAG, State University of New York/Albany — “The Two Justifications of Punishment”
- ROY LOTZ, John Jay College of Criminal Justice and ROBERT M. REGOLI, Texas Christian University — “Public Support for the Death Penalty”

Roundtable-5  Careme Room: 4:15-5:30  
**Topic:** Criminality and Society

**Moderator:** HARRY E. ALLEN, San Jose State University

**Speakers:**
- EDNA EREZ, University of Baltimore — “Planned or Impulsive Crime in the Criminal Career”
- GORDON MORGAN, University of Arkansas — “Emerging Criminal Values in American Society”
- KURT WEIS, University of Saarbrucken, Federal Republic of Germany — “Juvenile Delinquency: A Quest for Excitement or a Violation of Criminal Norms”

**6:00-8:00 No Host Social Hour**

**Pennsylvania Room**

Sponsored by Women in the American Society of Criminology

**6:00—**

**OL' TIME PICKIN' PARLOR**

“An Informal Musical Interlude”

Hosted by RON AKERS and BILL CHAMBLISS

*Independence Room*

---

**Thursday, November 8, 1979**

**Panel 23**  Pavilion Room: 8:45-10:15  
**Topic:** Protecting the Citizen: Recent Developments in Offender Screening Systems

**Chair:** LARRY SOLOMON, National Institute of Corrections

**Speakers:**
- MARVIN BOHNSTEDT, American Justice Institute — “Common Risk Indicator Findings of a National Risk Survey”
- STEVEN GOTTFREDSON, Johns Hopkins University — “Screening for Risk — A Comparison of Statistical Methods”
- CHRISTOPHER BAIRD, Wisconsin Division of Corrections — “A Probation Risk Screening and Needs Assessment System”
- THOMAS TOOMBS, Oregon Division of Correction — “Risk Assessment Matrices for Probation/Parole Supervision, Institutional Custody and Work Release”

**VISIT THE BOOK EXHIBIT — TIERED BALCONY — 3rd FLOOR**

9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

**FILM FESTIVAL — DELAWARE VALLEY C & D — 3rd FLOOR**

9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

**Panel 24**  76 Room: 8:45-10:15  
**Topic:** Courts and the Public

**Chair:** MARGARET EVANS, University of Maryland

**Speakers:**
- ETTA ANDERSON, Mtte Corporation — “Recent Trends in Juvenile Justice”
- BARTON INGRAHAM, University of Maryland — “Reforming Criminal Procedure”

**Discussants:** CHARLES WELLFORD, U.S. Department of Justice

**Panel 25**  Room 547-553: 8:45-10:15  
**Topic:** Social Science Perspectives on the Courts

**Chair:** HAROLD E. PEPINSKY, Indiana University/Bloomington

**Speakers:**
- DENNIS DORIN, University of North Carolina/Charlotte — “Two Different Worlds: Criminologists, Justices and Racial Discrimination in the Imposition of the Death Penalty in Rape Cases”
- MARTHA A. MYERS, University of Georgia and GARY LAFREE, University of New Mexico — “Sexual Politics in Court: The Prosecution of Sexual Assaults and Other Felonies”
- MYRA P. SPICER and HAROLD E. PEPINSKY, Indiana University/Bloomington — “The Role of Criminology in Formulating Constitutional Doctrine”
- VICTOR L. STREIB, New England School of Law — “Application of Delinquency Theory by the Supreme Court”

**Discussant:** DAVID SAARI, American University
Panel 26  Room 540-546:  8:45-10:15
Topic:  Effects of a Declining Economy on Crime and the Criminal Justice System
Chair:  KEVIN N. WRIGHT, University of Tennessee/Chattanooga
Speakers:
   PETER B. MEYER, Pennsylvania State University — “Survival in Economic Downturn: Some Implications for the Criminal Justice System”
   DAVID DUFFEE, State University of New York/Albany — “Changes in Correctional Goals and Structure in a Downward Economy”
   SUE HEADLEE and JEFFREY H. REIMAN, American University — “Crime and Crisis”
   KEVIN N. WRIGHT, University of Tennessee/Chattanooga — “Alternative Scenarios of Crime in the Criminal Justice System Response to a Declining Economy”
Discussant:  TIM CARTER, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University

Panel 27  Room 548-554:  8:45-10:15
Topic:  Community Based Corrections: New Directions
Chair:  BELINDA RODGERS McCarthy, University of North Carolina/Charlotte
Speakers:
   JUDITH JOHNSON, National Coalition for Jail Reform — “Caesalping for Jail Reform”
   DANIEL LECLAIR, Massachusetts Department of Corrections — “Community Base Reintegrated: Some Theoretical Implications”
   TODD R. CLEAR, Rutgers University — “Organizational Structures in Community Supervision Agencies”
   J. DAVID HIRSCHEL, University of North Carolina/Charlotte — “Resolving Interpersonal Dispute: Is There a More Suitable Process Than the Criminal Justice System?”
Discussant:  BELINDA RODGERS McCarthy, University of North Carolina/Charlotte

Panel 28  Independence Room:  8:45-10:15
Topic:  Historical and Comparative Studies
Chair:  GRAEME R. NEWMAN, State University of New York/Albany
Speakers:
   DEBORAH DENNO, University of Pennsylvania — “Moderating the Reign of State Control”
   ALEXANDER W. PISCIOTTA, Washington State University — “The Theory and Practice of the Western House of Refuge. 1849-1907”
   LUIS SALAS, Florida International University — “Research Problems in Socialist Countries”
   BRUCE DAVIS, State University of New York/Albany — “Legal Repression of the Body: The History of Indecent Exposure Laws”
Discussant:  SIR LEON RADZINOWICZ, Cambridge University

Panel 29  Room 527:  8:45-10:15
Topic:  Training and Operational Research in the British Commonwealth
Chair:  DOROTHY HEID BRACEY, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Speakers:
   JOHN VAN GRONINGEN, State College of Victoria/Coburg, Australia — “The Victorian Prison Officer”
   JOHN O. TRUITT, Florida Department of Health and Rehabilitation Services — “Command Level Training at the Scottish Police College”
   G. PICTON DAVIES, John Jay College of Criminal Justice — “Middle-Management Training at the British Police College”
Discussant:  JOHN PHILIP STEAD, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Panel 30  Room 545:  8:45-10:15
Topic:  Improving Police Effectiveness Through Alternative Service Delivery Approaches
Chair:  BARRY GLICK, Police Foundation
Speakers:
   ARLEN NORRIS-DORAN, Public Administration Services — “An Evaluation of Police Boundary Spanning Activity with Prevention Agencies: Fact or Fiction?”
   STEPHEN E. BROWN, East Tennessee State University — “The Deterrent Effect of the Police Presence”
   BEATRICE HOFFMAN, Court Research Associates — “Interorganizational Relationships Among Criminal Justice Agencies in San Francisco”
   ANTHONY SIMPSON, New York University — “The Detective as Law Enforcer: An Historical Approach to the Development of the Police Function” (Second Prize Winner, ASC Gene Carte Student Paper Award)
   BARRY GLICK, Police Foundation — “Police Reserves: Increasing Police Output and Efficiency Through Citizen Participation”

Panel 31  Room 530:  8:45-10:15
Topic:  Research on Sentencing
Chair:  RICHARD SPARKS, Rutgers University
Speakers:
   ILENE BERNSTEIN, Indiana University and JOHN HAGAN, University of Toronto — “Sentencing in Federal Courts”
   COLIN LOFTIN, University of Michigan — “Mandatory Sentencing in the Detroit Recorder’s Court”
   RICHARD SPARKS and BRIDGET STECHER, Rutgers University — “The New Jersey Sentencing Guidelines”
   STEVEN VAN DINE, Ohio Adult Parole Authority — “False Positives and an Incapacitation-Oriented Sentencing Policy?”
Discussant:  CHRIS ZIMMERMAN, Carnegie-Mellon University
THURSDAY 8:45 a.m.-12:00 noon

Panel 32 Room 534: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Violence
Chair: DANIEL E. GEORGES-ABEYIE, State University of New York/Albany
Speakers:
DONNA COLOMBANO, LaSalle College and JAMES GILMER, Criminal Justice Research Center — “Projections to and Moral Evaluations of Violence Among Teenage Boys”
JULIE N. TUCKER, University of Maryland — “Regional Patterns of Adolescent Violence”
SHERYL KUNKLE and JOHN A. HUMPHREY, University of North Carolina — “Murder of the Elderly: An Analysis of Increased Vulnerability”
JEANNA FAUCETT CELESTE, Mathieu — “Socio-Political Factors and the Legitimation of Violence”
Discussant: DANIEL E. GEORGES-ABEYIE, State University of New York/Albany

Panel 33 Room 556-558 8:45-10:15
Topic: Ethnographic Research and the Phenomenology of Deviance
Chair: HAROLD HOLZMAN, NILECJ/LEAA
Speakers:
HAROLD HOLZMAN, NILECJ/LEAA and SHARON PINES, Project PACT — “Being a John: the Phenomenology of Buying Sex”
PETER MAIDA, University of Maryland — “Murder for Hire in the Family Setting”
W. T. AUSTIN, North Carolina State University — “Courtroom Ecology: An Ethnography of the Adversary Process”
RICHARD ROSENTHAL, University of Maryland — “Hit Men or Assassins? — The Phenomenology of Organized Crime and Political Terrorism”
Discussants: JACQUELINE BOLES, Georgia State University and LEONARD SAYTIZ, Temple University

Panel 34 Pavilion Room: 10:30-12:00
Topic: Research on Prostitution
Chair: CURT TAYLOR GRIFFITHS, Simon Fraser University
Speakers:
CLIFTON D. BRYANT, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University — “Prostitution: Deviant Behavior in Search of a Model”
CURT TAYLOR GRIFFITHS and IAN ROSS, Simon Fraser University — “Street Prostitution: New Questions About an Old Profession”
DEBRA BOYER, University of Washington — “Drift into Deviance: Female Juvenile Prostitution”
KLAAUS KOHLMEYER, Simon Fraser University — “The Transsexual Prostitute: Career Conflict and Change”
HUGO TURECK, Dawson College — “The Rural Prostitute: Whatever Happened to Red Lights on the Prairie?”

THURSDAY 10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon

Panel 35 76 Room: 10:30-12:00
Topic: Higher Education for Criminal Justice Personnel: Specialized, Intensive Criminal Justice Programs Vs. Traditional, General Collegiate
Chair: GERALD W. LYNCH, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
Speakers:
THOMAS A. REPPETTO, Citizen’s Crime Commission of New York City
JAMES STINCHCOMB, Virginia Commonwealth University
PHILIP JOHN STEAD, John Jay College of Criminal Justice
EDWIN FRAUMANN, Federal Bureau of Investigation
Discussant: JOHN M. MARTIN, Rodman University/Rose Hill

Panel 36 Room 547-553: 10:30-12:00
Topic: Police Organizational Issues
Chair: MARK POGREB, University of Colorado/Denver
Speakers:
SUSETTE TALARICO and CHARLES SWANSON, Jr., University of Georgia at Athens — “Individual and Organizational Styles of Policing”
NICHOLAS PLOAN, University of Colorado/Denver — “Bringing Management by Objectives to Law Enforcement”
ROBERT PETERSON and MARY ANN WYCOFF, Police Foundation — “Police Personnel Turnover: The Issues and an Experimental Exploration of Voluntary Resignations”
ELLEN HOCHSTEDLER, State University of New York/Albany — “Tom, Dick, Harry & Batman: Police Typeologies”
EVA S. BUZAWA, Wayne State University — “Styles of Police Supervision and Police Officer Job Satisfaction”
Discussants: NATHAN ZIRL and HOWARD DAUDISTEL, University of Texas at El Paso

Panel 37 Room 540-546: 10:30-12:00
Topic: The Woman Abuser
Chair: ANDREA IGNATOFF ROTHBERG, Women in Transition
Speakers:
JANE GREENSPAN, Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office
RICHARD GELLES, Harvard Medical School
PHYLLIS FRANK, Domestic Violence Services, Volunteer Counseling Services
BETTE BEGLEITER, Women in Transition
SUSAN COHEN, Center for Women Policy Studies

Panel 38 Room 527: 10:30-12:00
Topic: Issues in Sentencing
Chair: JOHN H. KRAMER, Pennsylvania Commission on Sentencing
Speakers:
Discussant: ANDREW VON HIRSCH, Rutgers University
THURSDAY 10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon

Panel 39 Room 545: 10:30-12:00
Topic: World Criminology Perspectives
Chair: LEONARD J. HIPPCHEN, Virginia Commonwealth University
Speakers:
RICHARD B. SCHAFFER, Appalachian State University — "Economic and Social Cost of Crime Worldwide"
BENEDICT S. ALPER, Boston College — "Historical Roots of International Crime Concern and Action"
HARDY WICKWAR, South Carolina University — "Social and Economic World Planning for Crime Prevention"
JAMES E. HOOKER, Virginia Commonwealth University — "Ethical Issues in International Criminal Justice"
Discussant: DAE H. CHANG, Wichita State University

Panel 40 Room 556-558 10:30-12:00
Chairs: MAYNARD ERICKSON AND GARY JENSEN, University of Arizona
Speakers:
DEAN ROJECKI, University of Georgia/Athens — "Twentieth Century Child Savers: The Invention of Status Offenders"
MARK C. STAFFORD, University of Texas/Austin — "Normative Evaluation of Delinquent Acts: A Test of the Sub-cultural Hypothesis"
SUSAN DRAKE and KIRK WILLIAMS, Memphis State University — "Conflict, Crime and Criminalization: Estimating the Determinants of Arrest Rates"
KAREN WILKINSON, Memphis State University — "Broken Homes and Delinquent Behavior: An Alternative Interpretation of Contradictory Findings"

Panel 41 Room 530: 10:30-12:00
Topic: Substance Abuse and Crime
Chairs: JAMES J. COLLINS, JR. and JAY R. WILLIAMS, Research Triangle Institute
Speakers:
ROBERT GANDOSSY, Research Triangle Institute — "Drugs and Crime: The Life Cycle Perspective"
STEPHANIE GREENBERG, Research Triangle Institute — "Alcohol and Crime: A Methodological Critique of the Literature"
DUANE C. McBRIE, University of Miami — "The Ecology of Crime and Drugs"
KAI PERNANEN, Addiction Research Foundation — "Experiences of Violence and Their Association with Alcohol Use in the General Population of a Community"
Discussants: JAMES J. COLLINS, JR. and JAY R. WILLIAMS, Research Triangle Institute

THURSDAY 10:30 a.m.-12:00 and 1:15-2:15 p.m.

Panel 42 Room 534 10:30-12:00
Topic: The Randomized Response Approach in Criminological Surveys
Chair: JAMES A. FOX, Northeastern University
Speakers:
JAMES A. FOX, Northeastern University — "A Review of the Randomized Response Approach"
MICHAEL HINDELANG, State University of New York/Albany and JOSEPH WEIS, University of Washington — "The Measurement of Delinquency by the Randomized Response Technique"
PAUL E. TRACY, University of Pennsylvania and JAMES A. FOX, Northeastern University — "A Field-Validation of the Quantitative Randomized Response Approach"
JOHN F. FRENCH, New Jersey Alcohol, Narcotic and Drug Abuse Unit — "Applying Randomized Response to Criminal Justice Concerns"
Discussant: DANIEL G. HORVITZ, Research Triangle Institute

Panel 43 Room 548-554 10:30-12:00
Topic: Interdisciplinary Education for Criminology/Criminal Justice
Chair: C. RONALD HUFF, Ohio State University
Speakers:
RAYMOND P. CIENKE, University of Wyoming — "Social Work Contributions to Criminal Justice Education"
LAURIN A. WOLLAN, Florida State University — "Law-Focused Education in Criminology and Criminal Justice: Rationale and Resources for a Program"
RICHARD GROSS and PETER M. LEHMAN, University of Southern Maine — "Thinking About Justice In Criminal Justice Education"
STEPHEN J. PFOHL, Boston College — "Ethical Dilemmas of Instruction in Critical Criminology"
JOSEPH E. SCOTT, Ohio State University — "Problems Involved in Developing a Criminal Justice Major in a Sociology Department"
Discussant: JAMES A. INCIARDI, University of Delaware

Plenary Session III: Pennsylvania Room (1:15-2:15)
Topic: The Choice of Sanction: A Scandinavian Perspective
Speaker: JOHANNES ANDENAEs
University of Oslo
Sellins-Glueck Award Winner
Presiding: MARVIN E. WOLFGANG
Past President, The American Society of Criminology
University of Pennsylvania

VISIT THE BOOK EXHIBIT — TIERED BALCONY — 3rd FLOOR
9:00 a.m. to 5:30 p.m.

FILM FESTIVAL — DELAWARE VALLEY C & D — 3rd FLOOR
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
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Panel 50  Room 547-553  4:00-5:30
Topic: Making Evaluation Consumable by Criminal Justice Agencies
Chair: PAT RAY REESE, Kentucky Bureau of Corrections
Speakers:
BARRY TUCHFELD, Texas Christian University — "Graduate Training Tools for Facilitating Effective Communication"
JOHN R. HEPBURN, Pennsylvania State University — "Improving the Practical Application of Evaluation Research"
PAT RAY REESE, Kentucky Bureau of Corrections — "Consumable Evaluation: An Agency Perspective"

Panel 51  Room 540-546  4:00-5:30
Topic: Cross-Cultural Theory Construction and Testing
Chair: RICHARD R. BENNETT, American University
Speakers:
INEKE HAEN MARSHALL, Youngstown State University and CHRIS E. MARSHALL, Kent State University — "Inductive vs. Deductive Methods of Theory Construction: The Cross-Cultural Case"
SANDE BAXTER, University of Detroit — "The Role of Gender in Cross-Cultural Theory"
RICHARD BAXTER, Loyola University of Chicago — "Defining Criminal Behavior and Crime Patterns Cross-Nationally"
GLORIA COUNT-VAN MANEN, Howard University — "A Research Design for Testing Macro-Structural Theories and Crime Levels"
RICHARD R. BENNETT, American University and RICHARD HALSTEAD-NUSSLOCH, University of Michigan — "Police Activity and the Incidence of Criminality: A Cross-Cultural Investigation"
Discussant: JACKSON TOBY, Rutgers University

Panel 52  Room 548-554  4:00-5:30
Topic: Comparative Corrections
Chair: PAUL C. FRIDAY, Western Michigan University
Speakers:
ALFRED C. SCHNUR, Kansas State University — Correctional Differences — Selected Comparisons of Corrections in the U.S. and Europe"
MATTI JOUTSEN, Research Institute of Legal Policy — Helsinki — "Position of the Child Offender in Finland"
HARRY E. ALLEN, San Jose State University and CHAJIYA YIMWILAI, Thomasian University — "Corrections in Thailand"
PETER M. LEHMAN, University of Southern Maine — "Varieties of Justice: Formal Versus Substantive Rationality in a Comparative Perspective"
R. G. IACOVETTA, Wichita State University — "The Dilemma of Comparative Corrections: Problems and Prospects"
Discussant: DAVID WARD, University of Minnesota

Panel 53  Room 556-558  4:00-5:30
Topic: Applied Behavior Analysis and Criminal Justice Practice
Chair: EDWARD K. MORRIS, University of Kansas/Lawrence
Speakers:
EDWARD K. MORRIS, University of Kansas/Lawrence — "Current Dimensions of Applied Behavior Analysis for Criminal Justice Practice"
V. SCOTT JOHNSON, Miami University — "Total Institutions"
KATHRYN A. KIRKIN and CURTIS J. BRAUKMANN, University of Kansas/Lawrence — "Community Based Group Homes"
J. STEPHEN HAZEL, University of Kansas/Lawrence — "Probation/Parole"
ADAM F. CARR, Illinois State University and JOHN F. SCHNELLE, Middle Tennessee State University — "Law Enforcement"

Panel 54  Room 534  4:00-5:30
Topic: Crime in the Soviet Union
Chair: LOUISE SHELLEY, American University
Speakers:
LOUISE SHELLEY, American University — "Crime and Development in Socialist Countries"
Discussant: WALTER CONNOR, Foreign Service Institute

ASC Student Affairs Committee Meeting
5:30-6:00  Independence room
Presiding: F. P. WILLIAM, JR., Chair

6:00-8:00  Hosted Social Hour: Wine and Cheese Party
Sponsored by: American Foundation Institute of Corrections Citizens Crime Commission of Philadelphia Temple University Center for Administration of Justice University of Pennsylvania Center for Studies in Criminology and Criminal Law at the University of Pennsylvania NeNeil Building — 2nd Floor 3718 Locust Walk
6:00— Social Room
(Open for informal get-togethers)
Independence Room
FRIDAY 8:00-10:15 a.m.

Friday, November 9, 1979

ASC Executive Board Meeting
8:00-9:00  Presidential Suite — Room 2101
&
12:00-1:00  DANIEL GLASER, President-Elect
The American Society of Criminology

VISIT THE BOOK EXHIBIT — TIERED BALCONY — 3rd FLOOR
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

FILM FESTIVAL — DELAWARE VALLEY C & D — 3rd FLOOR
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Panel 55  Pavilion Room: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Training and Education of Students in Criminal Justice
Chair: DEANNA BUCKLEY, Simon Fraser University
Speakers:
ALFRED KELTNER, N. CARROLL and DEANNA BUCKLEY, Simon Fraser University — "Behavioral Training for Professionals in the Criminal Justice System"
MATTHEW DeZEE, Florida State University — "Alternative Perspectives on Criminal Justice Education: A Study of Students and Criminal Justice Professionals"
VINCE J. WEBB and ELIZABETH SEBUCK, Joint Commission on Criminology and Criminal Justice Education and Standards — "Toward Minimum Standards in Criminology and Criminal Justice Education: A Report on Research Progress and Prospects"
JOHN BRAITHWAITE, Solicitor General of Canada — "Criminology Education: An Agency Perspective"

Panel 56  Room 545: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Prosecutorial Function
Chair: GEOFFREY P. ALPERT, Lane County District Attorney's Office
Speakers:
RON KRAMMER, Western Michigan University — "The Ford Pinto Homicide Prosecution: Criminological Questions and Issues Concerning the Control of Corporate Crime"
RICHARD L. SCHUSTER, Valparaiso University — "Prosecutor-Police Relations: An Overview and Case Study From an Organizational Perspective"
JULIE HORNEY, University of Nebraska/Omaha — "Plea Bargaining Decision Factors"
Discussant: ARTHUR DELNEGRO, National District Attorney's Office

Panel 57  Room 539: 8:45-10:15
Topic: (Panel Presentation): Indeterminant Sentencing — Presumptive Sentencing
Chair: DONALD ZUCKERMAN, Legal Aid Society
Speakers:
HARRY EDGAR, Columbia University
HONORABLE DAVID BOEHM, Monroe County, New York
HONORABLE EDWARD R. HAMMOCK, New York State Parole Board
STEPHEN SCHULHOFER, University of Pennsylvania Law School

Panel 58  76 Room: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Issues in Criminal Victimization
Chair: THOMAS BARKER, Jacksonville (AL) State University
Speakers:
MARY C. SENGSTOCK and JERSEY LIANG, Wayne State University — "Responses of the Elderly to Criminal Victimization"
JACKIE HOWSDEN, Jacksonville (AL) State University — "Characteristics of Elderly Victims and Offenders in Southern City"
JAMES McGHAH, Chapman College — "Rights of Victims and Society"
JERSEY LIANG and MARY C. SENGSTOCK, Wayne State University — "Age and Decision to Call the Police: A Re-examination"
RICHARD D. DUKES, University of Colorado and GEOFFREY P. ALPERT, Lane County District Attorney's Office — "Criminal Victimization From a Police Perspective"
Discussant: CLYDE B. VEDDER, Murray State University

Panel 59  Room 527: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Clinical and Judicial Management of Incest
Chair: BRUNO M. CORMIER, McGill University
Speakers:
BRUNO M. CORMIER, McGill University — "From Taboo to Laws Regarding Incest: An Historical Perspective"
SUSAN MCGRAIL-HAGGAR and INGRID COOPER, McGill University — "Incest: Conflicts in Family Relationships and Their Effects on the Participants"
INGRID COOPER and BRUNO M. CORMIER, McGill University — "Clinical and Judicial Management: The Problem of Decriminalization of Incest"

Panel 60  Room 547-553: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Rescuing Labeling Theory: Empirical Specification
Chair: RUTH-ELLEN GRIMES and AUSTIN T. TURK, University of Toronto
Speakers:
JOHN HAGAN, University of Toronto — "Victim Views of a Labeling Process"
CHARLES R. TITTLE, Florida Atlantic University — "Labelees and Deviant Propensity: A Test Using Self-Reported Arrest"
MARCIA RADOSEVICH and LONN LANZA-KADUCE, University of...
FRIDAY 8:45-10:15 a.m.

Iowa — “Reactions to Official Processing: A Sense of Injustice, Prisonization and Rehabilitative Attitudes.”

ROBERT M. REGOLI, Texas Christian University; GREGORY R. STAATS, Emory State University; ERIC D. POOLE, Western Carolina University, and JOHN D. HEWITT, Ball State University — “Stereotypes and Social Distance: Evaluation and Implication of Labeling Theory for Social Control.”

Discussant: VICTORIA L. SWIGERT, Holy Cross College

Panel 61 Independence Room: 8:45-10:15
Topic: (Panel Presentation): Getting Funded: Help for the Would -Be Grantmaker
Chair: W. WILLIAM MINOR, University of Maryland
Speakers:
LYNN CURTIS, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development
ROBERT BURKHART, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration
JAMES C. HOWELL, NIJDP/LEAA
THOMAS LALLEY, National Institute of Mental Health
Discussant: KENNETH F. SCHOPEN, Edna McConnell Clark Foundation

Panel 62 Room 540-546: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Taboo Topics and Taboo Viewpoints in Criminology
Chair: EDWARD SAGARIN, City College of New York
Speakers:
MICHAEL E. LEVIN, City College of New York — “Science With Taboos: An Inherent Contradiction”
ROBERT GORDON, Johns Hopkins University — “Race, IQ and Delinquency: The Pressures Against Scientific Research”
DEON HENSON and FRED A. ADLER, Rutgers University — “Crime and the Feminist Movement: Do Angels Fear to Tread?”
C. RAY JEFFERY, Florida State University — “Sociobiology and Criminology: The Long Lean Years of the Unthinkable and the Unmentionable”
ANDREW KARMEN, John Jay College of Criminal Justice — “Researcher Responsibility and the Consequences of Research”

Panel 63 Room 540-546: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Current Operational Research in Law Enforcement, Career Criminals and Sentencing Reform
Chair: EDITH ELIZABETH FLYNN, Northeastern University
Speakers:
DAVID FOGEL, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle — “National Assessment of the Impact of Sentencing Reform”
PETER W. GREENWOOD, The Rand Corporation — “Current Research of Criminal Careers”
HANSZEISEL, University of Chicago Law School — “The Limits of Law Enforcement”
Discussant: EDITH ELIZABETH FLYNN, Northeastern University

Panel 64 Room 556-558: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Evaluation Research Findings on the Effectiveness of Institutionalization and Rehabilitation Programs for Juvenile Delinquents
Chair: DEBORAH DENNO, University of Pennsylvania
Speakers:
DEBORAH DENNO, University of Pennsylvania — “A Longitudinal Evaluation of the Attitudes, Self Concepts and Behavior of Youths in a Delinquency Prevention Center”
MARC LeBLANC and MICHEL BOSSE, Universite De Montreal — “Boscoville: Evaluation of Its Effectiveness Through the Psychological Development of Its Clients During Institutionalization and at Follow-Up”
MELVIN G. HAWKINS, California State College/San Bernardino — “A Study of the Resocialization of Juvenile Delinquents in Institutions and Family Group Homes”
Discussant: DANIEL KATKIN, Pennsylvania State University

Panel 65 Room 534: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Social Control and Social Disorganization Theories of Delinquency
Chair: LAWRENCE J. REDLINGER, University of Texas/Richardson
Speakers:
KATHLEEN WEINBERGER NATALINO, Bowling Green State University — “An Evaluation of Control Theory and Blocked Opportunity Theory in Explaining Rural and Urban Delinquency”
MARY ELLEN MARSDEN, University of North Carolina — “An Empirical Test of Social Disorganization and Social Structural Models of Delinquency”
JEROME MCKEAN, Wichita State University — “Political Aspects of Control and Obedience”
PATRICK S. DYNES, U.S. General Accounting Office — “Managing the Careers of Sociopathic Felons”

Panel 66 Room 527: 10:30-12:00
Topic: Futuristics and Criminology/Criminal Justice
Chair: DEBORAH MARIE GALVIN, PRC-Public Management Services
Speakers:
DEBORAH MARIE GALVIN, PRC-Public Management Services and
HARRY E. RECTOR, GEOMET — “Tenses Future Projection: The Instuction of Science Fiction into Criminology”
CHRISTOPHER S. DUNN, National Institute of Mental Health and
JACK SUSMAN, American University Law School — “Law and Its Future”
MITCHELL SILVERMAN and DAVID AGRELLI, University of South Florida — “Future Habitats in Criminal Justice”
WENDELL BELL, Yale University — “The Future of Prison Population: Two Scenarios”
FRIDAY 10:30 a.m.-12:00 noon

Panel 73 Independence Room: 10:30-12:00
Chair: RICHARD B. GROSINK, U.S. General Accounting Office
Speakers:
BLAIR EWING, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
F.LAND LIEBERT, National Science Foundation
SALEEM SHAH, National Institute of Mental Health
CHARLES WELLFORD, U.S. Department of Justice
Discussant: MARVIN E. WOLFGANG, University of Pennsylvania

Panel 74 Room 530: 10:30-12:00
Topic (Panel Presentation): Police Use of Foot Patrol
Chair: GEORGE L. KELLING, Police Foundation
Speakers:
TONY PATE, Police Foundation
THOMAS FAGAN, Police Foundation
BARRY SKOKOWSKI, Trenton, NJ Department of Community Affairs
JACK KINNEY, Anacapa Sciences

Panel 75 Room 556-558: 10:30-12:00
Topic: The Challenge of Female and Co-Ed Prisons
Chair: ALICE PROPPER, York University
Speakers:
PHYLLIS JO BAUNACH, University of Maryland — "Mothering From Behind Prison Walls"
CLARICE FEINMAN, Trenton State College — "Prison For Women: The Multipurpose Institution"
CLAUDINE SCHWEBER, State University College/Buffalo — "Implications of Co-Ed Prisons"
Discussant: PEGGY A. FRANDSEN, Federal Bureau of Prisons

Panel 76 Room 534: 10:30-12:00
Topic: Institutional Corrections: Selected Policy Issues
Chair: TIMOTHY J. FLANAGAN, Criminal Justice Research Center
Speakers:
JOSEPH N. JACOB, University of South Carolina/Columbia — "Institutional Survival: A Case Study"
TIMOTHY J. FLANAGAN, Criminal Justice Research Center — "Correctional Policy and the Long-Term Prisoner"
JOHN GIBBS, Rutgers University — "Institutional Violence"
KENNETH ADAMS, Criminal Justice Research Center — "Ex-mental Patients in a Prison and Parole System"
Discussant: ROBERT JOHNSON, American University

Panel 77 Room 527: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Federal and State Efforts to Control White Collar Crime
Chair: MIRIAM SAXON, Library of Congress
Speakers:
SUSAN SHAPIRO, Yale University — "Detecting Illegality: A Perspective on the Control of Security Violations"
KENNETH MANN, Yale University — "Defending White Collar Crime: A Growing Specialization in the Legal Profession"

VISIT THE BOOK EXHIBIT — TIERED BALCONY — 3rd FLOOR
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.

FILM FESTIVAL — DELAWARE VALLEY C & D — 3rd FLOOR
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Panel 79  Room: 2:30-4:00  
Topic: The Female Offender  
Chair: PEGGY A. FRANSEN, Federal Bureau of Prisons  
Speakers:  
IMogene MOYER, Old Dominion University — "Bitches With Bitches? The Case of Leadership in Women's Prisons"  
JOANN GENNARO GORA, Fairleigh Dickinson University — "A Cohort Analysis of Trends in Crime Seriousness, 1929-1976"  
ALICE PROPPER, York University — "Ursatz Families and Their Relationship to Homosexuality"  
Discussant: CLAUDINE SCHWEBER, State University College/Buffalo

Panel 80  Room: 548-554  
Topic: Criminal Justice in Military Settings  
Chair: STERLING JOHNSON, Special Prosecutor of Narcotics, State of New York  
Speakers:  
LLOYD BRAITHWAITE, Western Michigan University — "Military Police Cynicism"  
GARY N. KEVELES, State University of New York/Albany — "Plea Bargaining: American Military Practices and Outcomes"  
Discussant: COMMANDER ALAN F. MICHEL, U.S. Navy Court of Military Review

Panel 81  Room: 547-553  
Topic: Ethical Issues in Criminological Research and Teaching  
Chair: JOSEPH E. SCOTT, Ohio State University  
Speakers:  
MARVIN E. WOLFGANG, University of Pennsylvania  
PAUL NEJELSKI, American Bar Association  
Discussant: EDITH ELIZABETH FLYNN, Northeastern University

Panel 82  Room: 540-546  
Topic: Advances in Quantitative Methods in Criminal Justice Research  
Chair: MICHAEL MALTZ, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle  
Speakers:  
CARL M. HARRIS, Washington, D.C. — "Recent Advances in the Measurement of Recidivism"  
SCOTT C. MARDEN, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle — "Risk Behavior Among Police Middle Managers"  
MICHAEL MALTZ, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle and STEPHEN M. POLLOCK, University of Michigan — "An Empirical Investigation of Bid-Rigging"  
Discussant: RICHARD LINSTER, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice

Panel 83  Room: 556-558  
Topic: Testing Criminological Theory  
Chair: JOSEPH WEIS, University of Washington  
Speakers:  
GARY D. GOTTFREDSON and DENISE C. DAIGER, Johns Hopkins University — "Crime in 600 Schools"  
SIMON I. SINGER, University of Pennsylvania — "Victimization and Arrest Experiences: A Partial Test of Subcultural Theory on the Victim-Offender Interaction"  
BRIANA A. KNOWLES and DELBERT S. ELLIOTT, Behavioral Research Institute — "The Influence of Parent and Peer Norms on Adolescent Drug and Alcohol Use"  
Discussant: JAMES F. SHORT, JR., Washington State University

Panel 84  Room: 530  
Topic: Organizational Crime  
Chair: DIANE VAUGHAN, Yale University  
Speakers:  
MARSHALL CLINARD, University of Wisconsin — "Corporate Crime: An Empirical Study"  
SAMUEL DASH, Georgetown University Law Center — "Economic and Political Abuse of Power"  
PETER M. GERHART, Georgetown University Law Center — "Corporate Gigantism and Effective Anti-Trust Enforcement"  
AUSTIN T. TURK, University of Toronto — "Organizational Deviance and Political Policing"  
Discussant: ALBERT J. REISS, JR., Yale University

Panel 85  Room: 530  
Chair: ROBERT J. RUBEL, Southwest Texas State University  
Speakers:  
SOL KOBIRN, University of Southern California — "Interest Stakes in the Evaluation of Delinquency Control Programs"  
BOB EMRICH, Pacific Institute of Research and Evaluation — "The Magic Flute Theory of Prevention Evaluation"  
ROBERT RUBEL, Southwest Texas State University — "The Non-Evaluation of School-Based Violence Prevention Programs: Combining Confusion With Avoidance"  
Panel 86  Room 534: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Social Learning Theorists Look at Control Theory
Chair: MARGUERITE Q. WARREN, State University of New York, Albany
Speakers:
RAND D. CONGER, University of Georgia — “Juvenile Delinquency: Behavior Restraint or Facilitation?”
GERALD PATTERTON, Oregon Research Institute — “A Social Learning and Control Theory Perspectives on Children Who Steal”
CURTIS J. BRAUKMANN, University of Kansas/Lawrence — “Social Learning and Social Control Perspectives in Group Home Delinquency Treatment Research”
Discussant: TRAVIS HIRSCHI, State University of New York/Albany

Panel 87  Independence Room: 2:30-4:00
Topic: Law and Criminal Justice Reform: Problems and Prospects
Chair: JOHN CONLEY, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Speakers:
KEN HAAS, University of Delaware — “State Supreme Courts and Prisoner Rights Cases: A Comparative Analysis”
NICOLETTE PARISI, Temple University and WILLIAM WILBANKS, Florida International University — “The Scope of Judicial Authority in the Era of Legislative Sentencing Revisions”
JAMES SPROWSL, University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee and HARVEY LOWELL, National Center of Institutes and Alternatives — “Legislative and Judicial Compliance: Does the Law Obey the Law?”
Discussant: SUSANET TALARICO, University of Georgia/Athens

Colloquium-7 Room 527: 4:15-5:30
Topic: “The Myth of No Rehabilitation and the Sterility of Atheretical Evaluations”
Speaker: DANIEL GLASER, University of Southern California/Los Angeles

*Admission to all Colloquia is by pre-registration only.

Colloquium-8 Room 545: 4:15-5:30
Speaker: LLOYD OHLIN, Harvard Law School

Colloquium-9 Room 530: 4:15-5:30
Topic: “Longitudinal Studies of Delinquency and Crime”
Speaker: MARVIN E. WOLFGANG, University of Pennsylvania

Colloquium-10 Room 534: 4:15-5:30
Topic: “Police Relationships With Criminal Justice Agencies”
Speaker: PATRICK MURPHY, Police Foundation

Roundtable-6 Room 556-558: 4:15-5:30
Topic: Developing Perspectives in Criminology: Radical, Biological, and Other
Moderator: JOHN P. CLARK, University of Minnesota
Speakers:
SHERRY ANN WIDMER, Rochester Institute of Technology — “The New Criminology and the New Penology: Divergence and Convergence”
DAVID SHICHOR, California State College/San Bernardino — “Some Post-Rehabilitative Trends in Penology”
JOHN M. MEMORY, University of North Carolina/Charlottesville — “Sociobiology and the Metamorphosis of Criminology, 1979-2000”
DAVID O. FRIEDRICH, University of Scranton — “Inherent and Perceptual Legitimacy: A Critique of the Radical Criminological Perspective”

Roundtable-7 Room 548-554: 4:15-5:30
Topic: Issues for Upcoming International Criminological Congresses
Moderators: DAE CHANG, Wichita State University and DENIS SZABO, University of Montreal

Roundtable-8 Room 540-541: 4:15-5:30
Topic: Deviant Actors and Victims at the Margin of the Criminal Justice System
Chair: EDWARD SAGARIN, City College of New York
Speakers:
JOSEPH HARRY, Northern Illinois University — “Blackmail of Gay Men”
STEVEN BALKIN, University of Illinois at Chicago Circle — “The Mentally Retarded: Another Forgotten Victim?”
JEROME RABOW, University of Southern California — “Compulsive Gambling: Sociological and Psychoanalytic Issues of Etiology”
JULIAN ROEBUCK, Mississippi State University — “Political Crime: By and Against Government”
MICHAEL AGOFIAN, West Los Angeles College — “Parental Child Stealing: Dilemmas for Criminal Justice”

Roundtable-9 Room 547-553: 4:15-5:30
Topic: The Discipline and Profession of Criminology: Uses and Misuses of Knowledge
Moderator: EDITH ELIZABETH FLYNN, Northeastern University
Speakers:
DENNIS LONGMIRE, California State University/Long Beach — “Ethical Issues in Criminal Justice Research”
DEBORAH DAVIS, Bethune-Cookman College — “Linguistic, Psychological, and Political Analysis of the 30th Annual ASC Meeting”
DANIEL STRIPINSKY, York University — “Probability Models and Criminal Justice Decisions: Uses and Misuses”
MANJU SHETH, Glassboro State College — “Conflict of Social Research with Law and Ethics”
Roundtable-10  Room: 4:15-5:30
Topic: Criminal Justice Decisions: Legal, Political and Social Factors
Moderator: JOSEPH E. SCOTT, Ohio State University
Speakers:
CHARLES E. FRAZIER, E. WILBUR BOCK, and JOHN C. HENRETTA, University of Florida — "Pre-Trial Release and Bail Decisions: Effects of Legal, Community and Personal Variables"
SUZANNE FLEMING, Louisiana State University — "Fenster vs. Leary: Political and Social Uses of Vagrancy Laws"
JAMES BRADY, University of Massachusetts/Boston — "A Fair and Impartial Railroad: State, Media, and Jury in Political Trials"
DONALD BARRY, Rutgers University — "The Effects of Compounding Disparities at Successive Stages of Criminal Processing"

Roundtable-11  Pavilion Room: 4:15-5:30
Topic: Public and Private Agencies and Crime Prevention
Moderator: C. RAY JEFFERY, Florida State University
Speakers:
JOHN BAUMAN, Boston State College — "Tackling Crime: Community Crime Prevention in Three Boston Projects"
DEBRA STARKEY, Franklin County (OH) Public Defender — "The Need for Social Services in a Public Defender's Office: A Columbus Experiment"

6:30-7:30  Grand Ballroom
No Host Social Hour

7:30-9:30  Grand Ballroom
BANQUET

Presiding:
RONALD L. AKERS, President
The American Society of Criminology

Presentation of Awards:
August Vollmer Award: NORVAL MORRIS, University of Chicago
Sellin-Glueck Award: JOHANNES ANDENAEHS, University of Oslo
Edwin Sutherland Award: JAMES F. SHORT, JR., Washington State University
Herbert Bloch Award: WILLIAM E. AMOS, U.S. Parole Commission
EDWARD SAGARIN, City College of New York
ASC Gene Carte Student Paper Awards (Sponsored by W. B. Saunders/Holt. Rinehart and Winston)

Introduction of Incoming President — DANIEL GLASER
University of Southern California

Panel 88  Room 527: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Curricular Development in Criminology/Criminal Justice Education
Chair: MARC P. RIEDEL, Southern Illinois University/Carbondale
Speakers:
MARY G. ALMORE, University of Texas/Arlington — "The Role of the Internship in Criminal Justice Education: Problems and Promises"
DIANE MILCIC GRAHAM, Southern Illinois University/Carbondale — "Criminal Justice Education: A Perspective"
WAYNE L. LUCAS, University of Missouri/Kansas City — "Deferring Curricula Needs in Criminal Justice and Police Science"
Discussant: ROBERT B. MILLS, University of Cincinnati

Panel 89  Room 545: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Correctional Policy and Decision Making
Chair: HERBERT W. ROLL, Eastern Washington University
Speakers:
HERBERT W. ROLL, Eastern Washington University — "Discretionary Decision Making in Probation Agencies"
VICKIE ROSE and SUSAN RANALD, Southern Methodist University — "Police Discretion in the Processing of Rape/Sexual Assault Cases"
FRANCIS E. CHEEK and MARIE D. MILLER, New Jersey Department of Corrections — "Managerial Styles and Stress in Correctional Settings"
KATHERINE TEILMAN, University of Southern California — "County Differences in the Implementation of Juvenile Justice Legislation"
LOUISE SHELLEY, American University — "Federal Efforts in Local Corrections: A Study of LEAA"
Discussant: ROBERT MEIER, Washington State University

Panel 90  Pavilion Room: 8:45-10:15
Topic: Blacks in the Criminal Justice System: Future Directions
Chair: SLOAN T. LETMAN, Loyola University of Chicago
Speakers:
RICHARD SINGLETON, Bethune-Cookman College — "Statistical Report on Minority Employment in the Criminal Justice System"
FRANCES GARTH, Howard University — "Alternatives to Incarceration in Criminal Justice: A Black Perspective"
MARY TWITTY, Kentucky State University — "Black Women in Criminal Justice"
DONALD MAYO, Loyola University of Chicago — "Blacks in the Security Profession"
AUGUST MILTON, Attorney, Washington, D.C. — "Blacks and the Law"
SLOAN T. LETMAN, Loyola University of Chicago — "The Office of Professional Standards: Chicago's Answer to Police Brutality"
Discussant: LAURENCE FRENCH, University of Nebraska/Lincoln
SATURDAY 8:45-10:15 a.m.

Panel 91 76 Room:  8:45-10:15
Topic: Serious Habitual Offender
Chair: RICHARD MOORE, Philadelphia Criminal Justice Coordination Office
Speakers:
VIC PECORINA, Houston District Attorney’s Office — “Case Preparation and Monitoring of the Career Criminal”
HONORABLE RICHARD FITZGERALD, Cook County Circuit Court — “The Serious Habitual Offender in the State”
ALAN RINKUS, Philadelphia Criminal Justice Coordinating Commission — “Performance Measures for Philadelphia Serious Habitual Offenders Program”
HAROLD HOLZMAN, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration — “The Concept of Professional Criminality: The Theory, Research and Ideology”
PAUL J. GOLDSTEIN and NINA S. DUCHINE, Narcotic and Drug Research, Inc. — “Daily Criminal Activity of Street Drug Users”
Discussant: THOMAS WATKINS, Philadelphia District Attorney’s Office

Panel 92 Room 530:  8:45-10:15
Topic: Evaluating Efforts to Structure Discretion
Chair: NICOLETTE PARISI, Temple University
Speakers:
WILLIAM J. BOWERS and GLENN L. PIERCE, Northeastern University — “Capital Punishment as a Case Study in the Incremental Evaluation of Guided Discretion”
KENNETH POLK, University of Oregon/Eugene and JAMES GALVIN, National Council on Crime and Delinquency — “Evaluating Parole Guidelines”
Discussant: NICOLETTE PARISI, Temple University

Panel 93 Room 547, 553:  8:45-10:15
Topic: Policy Policy Evaluations
Chair: LAWRENCE W. SHERMAN, State University of New York/Albany
Speakers:
DAVID S. GREENBERG, New York University; RONALD C. KESSLER, University of Wisconsin/Madison, and CHARLES H. LOGAN, University of Connecticut/Storrs — “Arrest Rates and Deterrence”
MARY ANN WYCOFF, Police Foundation — “Higher Education and Police Performance”
LAWRENCE W. SHERMAN, State University of New York/Albany — “The Effects of Firearms Policies: A Longitudinal Analysis”
CHERYL SWANSON, University of Kansas — “Some Determinants of Arrest Rates”
Discussant: GEORGE KELLING, Police Foundation

SATURDAY 8:45-10:15 and 8:45-10:45 a.m.

Panel 94 Room 540-546:  8:45-10:15
Topic: Philosophical and Legal Perspectives in Evaluation Research
Chair: PHILLIS JO BAUNACH, National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice
Speakers:
DOUGLAS G. MCKENZIE, University of Maryland — “Problems of Ethical Decisions in Behavioral Research”
THEODORE CHIRICOS, Florida State University — “Ideology and Evaluation Research”
MICHAEL KIRBY, Southwestern at Memphis and BARRY LATZER, John Jay College of Criminal Justice — “Legal Issues in Evaluation Research”
MICHAEL J. MCMAHON. Crime Control Planning Board — “Philosophical Issues”
Discussant: MARILYN EDELHOCH, Florida State University

Panel 95 Room 548-554:  8:45-10:15
Topic: Substantive Theory and Measurement Theory
Chair: CHRISTOPHER S. DUNN, National Institute of Mental Health
Speakers:
MARJORIE S. ZATZ, ILENE N. BERNSTEIN, JOHN HAGAN and CAROLYN SCOTT, and CELESTA ALBONETTI, Indiana University — “The Utility of Multiple Methods in Studying the Sentencing of Federal Offenders”
GEORGE S. BRIDGES, JR., U.S. Department of Justice — “Contextual and Individualistic Measurement Models and the Etiology of Juvenile Violence”

Panel 96 Room 534:  8:45-10:15
Topic: Sex Roles and Crime Theory
Chair: STEPHEN NORLAND, University of Hartford
Speakers:
LEE BOWKER and HELEN SHIMOTA GRACE, University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee and MALCOLM W. KLEIN, University of Southern California — “Participation in Delinquent Male Gang Activities”
CATHY SPATZ WIDOM and MYRA PODVOLL SPICKER, Indiana University/Bloomington — “Patterns of Female Deviance”
NICKY F. HAHN, Northeastern University — “Too Dumb to Know Better: Cacogenic Family Studies and the Criminology of Women”
EDDYTH PEGGY FORTUNE, Illinois State University — “Participation of Females in Burglary and Breaking and Entering”
Discussant: JOHN R. HEPBURN, Pennsylvania State University
Panel 97  Room 556-558:  8:45-10:15  
Topic:  New Developments in Criminal Justice Evaluation  
Chair:  DAVID DUFFEE, State University of New York/Albany  
Speakers:  
ROBERT E. DIGIACOMO, Florida State University — “Analyzing the Impact of Legislative Reforms on Various Stages of the Florida Juvenile Justice System: Through Dynamic Simulations”  
JEANNA P. FAUCETT-CELESTE and JAY MANDELBAUM, University of Maryland — “Assessing the Impacts of Pending Legislation on the Federal Justice System”  
MICHAEL KIRBY, Southwestern at Memphis — “A Framework for Cost Evaluation”  
Discussant:  JOE MILLER, Pennsylvania State University

Panel 98  Pavilion Room:  10:30-12:00  
Topic:  The Impact of Criminology/Criminal Justice Education for Practice  
Chair:  GEORGE R. GROSS, Northern Michigan University  
Speakers:  
DENNIS L. PECK, University of Alabama — “Teaching Criminal Justice and Sociology: Current Issues and Prospects for the Future”  
LAMBERT J. MILLER, Wichita State University — “Criminal Justice Education and Employment”  
ROY ROBERG, San Jose State University and CHRIS ESKRIDGE, University of Nebraska/Lincoln — “Criminal Justice Education: Reflections on a New Paradigm”  
Discussant:  DUANE R. MONETTE, Northern Michigan University

Panel 99  76 Room:  10:30-12:00  
Topic (Panel Presentation):  Organized Crime: Future Directions  
Chair:  IRA J. SILVERMAN, University of South Florida  
Speakers:  
FRANK IANNI, Columbia University  
HUMBERT NELLI, University of Kentucky  
AARON KOHN, New Orleans, Louisiana  
JONATHAN KWITNY, Wall Street Journal  
RALPH SALERNO, Consultant, Organized Crime

Panel 100  Room 527:  10:30-12:00  
Topic:  Crime Prevention in Public Housing  
Chair:  LYNN A. CURTIS, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development  
Speakers:  
LYNN A. CURTIS, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development — “A New Crime Prevention Program in Public Housing”  
JAN KIRBY, Law Enforcement Assistance Administration — “Victim/Witness Assistance, Crime Prevention in Public Housing”  
Discussant:  LYNN A. CURTIS, U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development

Panel 101  Room 545:  10:30-12:00  
Topic (Panel Presentation):  Jail: The Correctional Ghetto  
Chair:  CRAIG DOBSON, National Institute of Corrections  
Speakers:  
GARY deLAND, Salt Lake County Sheriff’s Office  
JAY MONAHAN, Eastern Washington University  
TOM GILMORE, University of Pennsylvania

Panel 102  Room 530:  10:30-12:00  
Topic:  The Use of Deadly Force: A Police Management Issue  
Chair:  LLOYD SEALY, John Jay College of Criminal Justice  
Speakers:  
JAMES FYFE, American University and Police Foundation — “Officer, Race and Physical Shootings”  
HUBERT WILLIAMS, Newark, NJ Police Department — “The Police Administrator and Guidelines for the Use of Deadly Force”  
JAY SHERWOOD WILLIAMS, Virginia Commonwealth University  
CHARLES W. THOMAS and WALTER G. WEST, Bowling Green State University — “Police Use of Physical Force and Public Support”  
JOHN A. CONLEY, University of Wisconsin/Milwaukee — “Police and Deadly Force”  
Discussant:  LLOYD SEALY, John Jay College of Criminal Justice

Panel 103  Room 540-546:  10:30-12:00  
Topic (Panel Presentation):  Conjectures and Refutations: Toward a Theoretical Criminology  
Chair:  CLARENCE SCHRAG, University of Washington  
Speakers:  
DELBERT ELLIOTT, Behavioral Research Institute  
JACK P. GIBBS, Vanderbilt University  
RICHARD E. JOHNSON, Ham Young University

Panel 104  Room 548-554:  10:30-12:00  
Topic:  Environmental Criminology  
Chair:  A. R. GILLIS, University of Toronto  
Speakers:  
RALPH B. TAYLOR and STEPHEN D. GOTTFREDSON, Johns Hopkins University — “The Defensibility of Defensible Space”
INDEX
AMERICAN SOCIETY OF CRIMINOLOGY
Philadelphia

Panel 105 Room 555-559: 10:30-12:00
Topic: The Sociology of Criminology
Chair: GARY GREEN, University of Pennsylvania
Speakers:
GARY GREEN, University of Pennsylvania — “On Research in the Sociology of Criminology”
TERENCE THORNBERRY, University of Georgia — “In Search of Quality: an Interdisciplinary Examination of Journals Publishing Articles in Criminology, 1945-1972”
ROBERT MEIER, Washington State University/Pullman — “Old Issues Made New: Contemporary Changes in Criminology”

Panel 106 Room 534: 10:30-12:00
Topic: Studies of Criminal Justice Decision Making
Chair: TIM BYNUM, Michigan State University
Speakers:
WILLIAM RHODES, Institute for Law and Social Research — “Sentencing Guidelines in Federal Courts”
JEFF ROTH, Westat, Inc. — “An Evaluation of the Tax Return Audit Decision”
MATTHEW ZINGRAFF and ELIZABETH SUVAL, North Carolina State University — “Pretrial Release: An Evaluative Study”
TIM BYNUM, Michigan State University — “Release on Recognizance: Reform or Stagnation?”
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Session</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Smith, D.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, D.</td>
<td>48, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, R.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smith, R.</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snare, A.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solomon, L.</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sparks, R.</td>
<td>31, 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spicker, M.</td>
<td>25, 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spriggs, J.</td>
<td>15, 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staats, G.</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stafford, M.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stark, R.</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starkey, R.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strod, P.</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stecher, B.</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steffensmeier, D.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steinhoff, J.</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sirt, M.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sten, V.</td>
<td>25, 44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strupinski, D.</td>
<td>R-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sullivan, A.</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan, J.</td>
<td>66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swain, E.</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson, C.</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swanson, C.</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swigert, V.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Szabo, D.</td>
<td>R-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Talbot, S.</td>
<td>36, 87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor, R.</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teilman, K.</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terry, W.</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teske, R.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas, C.</td>
<td>3, 102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thombery, T.</td>
<td>105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tittle, C.</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tjaden, C.</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toby, J.</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tracy, P.</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Toombs, T.</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Truitt, J.</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tubbs, F.</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuckfield, B.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tucker, J.</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tureck, H.</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turk, A.</td>
<td>60, 84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turner, S.</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitty, M.</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van den Haag, E.</td>
<td>R-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Der Hyde, V.</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Dine, S.</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Groningen, J.</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Maanen, J.</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Maanen, G.</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vander, T.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vaughan, D.</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veder, C.</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visher, C.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vito, G.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Von Hirsch, A.</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walles, S.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walsh, W.</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walter, B.</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, D.</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward, R.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warren, M.</td>
<td>16, 4, 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Warnaby, D.</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Watkins, T.</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**LexingtonBooks has...**

- Vicki L. Agee: Treatment of the Violent, Incorrigible Adolescent
- Kevin Allen: Balanced National Growth
- Alan Allshuler: Current Issues in Transportation Policy
- Ralph Becker, Fred A. Meyer, Jr.: Evaluating Alternative Law Enforcement Policies
- Allen R. Beck: The Art and Methods of Criminal-Justice Forecasting
- August Bequa: Organized Crime
- George M. Beschner, Alfred S. Friedman: Youth Drug Abuse
- Lee H. Bowker: Women, Crime, and the Criminal Justice System
- Ronald D. Crelinstein, Denis Szabo: Hostage-Taking
- Herbert Ethelbert, Charles Rogovin: A National Strategy for White-Collar Crime Enforcement
- Cleon H. Foust, D. Robert Webster: An Anatomy of Criminal Justice
- James Alan Fox: Forecasting Crime Data
- Burt Galaway, Joe Hudson: Offender Restitution in Theory and Action
- Paul J. Goldstein: Prostitution and Drugs
- Donna M. Hampsarian et al.: The Violent Few
- Jack W. LaPallo: Analyzing the Criminal Justice System
- Lynn M. Mather: Plea Bargaining or Trial?
- Thomas W. McCann et al.: The Aftermath of Rape
- Belinda Rodgers McCarthy: Easy Time
- Fred A. Meyer, Jr., Ralph Baker: Determinants of Law Enforcement Policies
- Arthur Niedenhofer, Elaine Niedenhofer: The Police Family
- Charles E. Owens: Mental Health and Black Offenders
- Stephen J. Pfahl: Predicting Dangerousness
- Yaacov Rein: The Search for Criminal Man
- Harold L. Rose: Lethal Aspects of Urban Violence
- Leon S. Sheftel: The Bystander
- David Shichor, Delos H. Kelly: Critical Issues in Juvenile Delinquency
- Rita J. Simon: The Jury: Its Role in American Society
- Denis Szabo: Criminology and Crime Policy
- Gabrielle Tyznauer, Charles Staszyn: Who Rules the Joint?
- Thomas M. Uhman: Racial Justice
- Stephen VanDine et al.: Restraining the Wicked
- Marni E. Wolfgang: Prisons: Present and Possible

---

Lexington Books
D. C. Heath and Company
125 Spring Street
Lexington, MA 02173
(617) 862-6690 (212) 924-6400
Call our toll-free number (800) 428-9292

Stop by Booth #2.
Theoretical Criminology
Second Edition
GEORGE B. VOLD. Revised by THOMAS J. BERNARD. Guilford College. The standard work in its field now appears in a thoroughly revised second edition, expanded to include significant new developments in all major areas of criminological thinking. Retaining the style and historical framework of the first edition, Bernard incorporates the latest research in such disciplines as genetics, neuropsychology, and learning theory; in an intensive account of the major criminological theorists. New chapters discuss the economic tradition, the ecology of crime, deviance and social reaction, and contemporary conflict and radical criminology. Annotated bibliographies follow each chapter.
November 1979
448 pp.; figures cloth $14.95

Crime Control Strategies
An Introduction to the Study of Crime
HAROLD E. PEPINSKY, Indiana University. How can a knowledge of criminology be used to change the rates of crime and criminality, and what would the consequences of such change be? Pepinsky provides the first comprehensive introduction to the practical questions of crime control. Engagingly written, the text is designed to develop the reader's ability to critically analyze the issues of crime control in the context of society at large.
January 1980
384 pp. paper $9.95

Police Behavior
A Sociological Perspective
Edited by RICHARD J. LUNDMAN. Ohio State University. Research on police behavior has increased dramatically during the past fifteen years. This course-oriented anthology of eighteen articles samples recent studies on police decision-making, police-citizen interaction, police discretion, brutality and corruption. In his introductory comments on the readings, Lundman emphasizes the environmental and organizational roots of police conduct and misconduct.
February 1980
320 pp. paper $4.95

Women, Crime, and Justice
Edited by SUSAN K. DATESMAN, Arizona State University, and FRANK R. SCARPITTI, University of Delaware. The study of female crime has become one of the most popular topics in contemporary criminology. The fourteen articles collected here focus on the etiology of female crime, patterns of female criminal behavior, and the treatment of women in the criminal justice system. In addition, the editors have written a substantial introduction analyzing crime trends and the nature of female criminality, and a comprehensive concluding essay on the relation between women’s crime and the women’s movement.
February 1980
320 pp.; 19 tables paper $4.95

The Turbulent Era
Riot and Disorder in Jacksonian America
MICHAEL FELDBERG, Boston University.
February 1980
150 pp. paper $2.95

Popular Justice
A History of American Criminal Justice
SAMUEL E. WALKER, University of Nebraska.
February 1980
300 pp. cloth $12.95 paper $4.95

Visit the Oxford exhibit. Prices and publication dates are subject to change.
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AMERICAN DELINQUENCY
By LaMar T. Empey, University of Southern California

A SOCIOLOGY OF AMERICAN CORRECTIONS
By Neal Shover, University of Tennessee, Knoxville

CRIME, CORRECTION, AND SOCIETY
Elmer H. Johnson, Southern Illinois University

CRIMINOLOGY
By John F. Galliher and James McCartney, both of the University of Missouri

SOCIAL DEVIANCE, Revised Edition
By Robert R. Bell, Temple University

Examination copies for adoption consideration available on request. Please indicate course title and text presently used.

THE DORSEY PRESS
Homewood, Illinois 60430

ZIPPORAH FILMS
54 Lewis Wharf Boston, Massachusetts 02110 617-742-6680

"The outstanding and inexplicable quality of Wiseman's cinema is his ability to be ever present, to capture with his camera and recorder a half-spoken word or the shadow of a lie, without ever seeming to intrude or to condition the way his subjects behave in the presence of the film crew. Beyond this is the power to organize the material... so as never to compromise the truth of the record, but to convey at once the chaos of human activity in a society where the social machines are perilously overloaded, and the make-shift sort of order that can sometimes be imposed by sheer force of good will..." David Robinson, The [London] Times.

"Frederick Wiseman is probably the most sophisticated intelligence to enter the documentary field in recent years..." Pauline Kael, The New Yorker.

Frederick Wiseman's Documentary Films

LAW & ORDER

TITICUT FOLLIES

"a towering, haunting, overpowering social document."

"gruesome at unforgettable subjects..."

JUVENILE COURT

"most powerful hour and a half of television that I've seen all year..."
A MEASURE OF JUSTICE
By RICHARD A. BERK, HAROLD BRACKMAN and SELMA L. LESSER
A Volume in the QUANTITATIVE STUDIES IN SOCIAL RELATION Series

The Crime and Conflict claims that the structure of American criminal law and a variety of American cultural values and institutions interest to support a high office crime. A growing crime rate, a high crime rate, in contrast to the western approach with that of China, where its avoidance is coupled with relatively low rates of crime. The book shows that the more specific and detailed the criminal law becomes, the greater the discretion that is imposed on the administrators of the law. These administrators in turn apply the law so as to favor the interests of the socially powerful, while doing their best to preserve the appearance of justice by concealing the principles by which law is applied from the public. The book also analyzes how criminal law affects the behavior of the general populace. It shows that our form of use of criminal law rewards individual accomplishment, thereby reinforcing cooperation and interpersonal distrust; while the Chinese form tends to reward collective achievement, and thus encourages interpersonal cooperation. It gives examples of the kinds of laws whose enactment would control crime, and closes with a consideration of the political feasibility of controlling crime by a reorganization of human aggression, pointing out that people would tend to take new risks to participate in successful crime control, but that they would thereby avoid the present dangers inherent in our society's high crime rate.

1978, 172 pp. $18.75 ISBN: 0-12-55050-6
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Academic Press, Inc.
A Subsidiary of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Publishers
111 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N.Y. 10003
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AN EVALUATION OF JUVENILE DIVERSION
Ted Palmer and Roy V. Lewis,
California Department of Youth Authority
This book is the product of a three year study of LEAA funded juvenal diversion projects in California. Based on their studies of these programs, the authors conclude no single program or approach to diversion can be considered ideal for the full range of delinquent youth; nor can a single program simultaneously satisfy all the major identifiable objectives of diversion, even for a majority of youth. They recommend instead types of programs for specified categories of youth designed to strike a balance between the social needs, humanitarian values, and practical concerns of diversion programs.
ca. 192 pages  Available in January, 1980 ca. $17.50

NEW PRINTING
THE FUNCTIONS OF THE POLICE IN MODERN SOCIETY
Egon Bittner, Brandeis University
Foreword by Herman Goldstein, University of Wisconsin
Egon Bittner's monograph about the basic character of police work is one of the most widely praised and critically acclaimed contributions to the literature of policing. This printing includes a new chapter, "Florence Nightingale in Pursuit of Willie Sutton: A Theory of the Police", and is indexed.
Comments on the original edition . . .
"...should be read by all social scientists with related interests and by all those in the legal and police occupations who have occasion for more than superficial thoughts about the future of policing in modern democracies ... an excellent piece for an organizational case study, or a sociological analysis of the police, or an example of organizational change."
CONTEMPORARY SOCIOLOGY: A JOURNAL OF REVIEWS
"...stands as the best attempt to define what the police role actually is ... arguing that 'it is necessary that we know what needs to be done before anyone can venture to say how it is to be done well' ... Butner sets out what the police role is so that we will have a foundation of understanding to help decide 'what needs to be done',"
WISCONSIN LAW REVIEW
ca. 144 pages  $7.95 - Paper $16.50 - Cloth

Oelgeschlager, Gunn & Hain, Inc.  Publishers
128 Massachusetts Ave., Harvard Square, Cambridge, MA 02138

TWO CLASSES OF ACCUSED
A Study of Bail and Detention in America
John S. Goldkamp,
Dept. of Criminal Justice, Temple University
LC 79-13042  $22.50
272 pages 0-88410-802-3
"Perhaps the most important implication of this work is that serious questions that have been obscured by nearly a decade and a half of bail reform of reared about the institution of bail and pretrial detention. This research opens the door to a re-examination of bail and detention issues and provides a firm gounding for future efforts."
—From the Foreword
Michael J. Hindelang

PRESCRIPTION FOR JUSTICE
The Theory and Practice of Sentencing
Guidelines
Jack M. Kress, Dept. of Criminal Justice,
State University of New York at Albany
January 1980 ca. $18.00
ca 200 pages 0-88410-792-2
Through close analysis of sentencing decisions, researchers develop charts and guidelines that provide judges with information on how their colleagues would sentence similar offenses. This innovation provides a compromise between present indeterminate sentencing practices and proposed mandatory systems, and serves as a guide to fair and equitable sentencing decisions.

CRIMINAL DETAINERS
Leslie W. Abramson,
School of Law, University of Louisville
LC 79-11984  $17.50
192 pages 0-88410-801-5
Examine the implications of unresolved charges against inmates: the process by which additional charges or revocation charges are brought; statutory and judicial barriers to speedy resolution of these detainees; and practical and legal actions available to inmates seeking to resolve outstanding charges.

CRIME AS PLAY
Delinquency in a Middle Class Suburb
Pamela Richards, University of Florida
Richard A. Berk, University of California, Santa Barbara, and Brenda Forder, Emührunt College
LC 79-12772  $20.00
256 pages 0-88410-798-1
Focusing on the deviant behavior of affluent suburban adolescents rather than on working class adolescents, the authors challenge the popular image of delinquency as aggressive, negativistic, and conflict oriented.

DECISION MAKING IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Michael R. Gottfredson, Criminal Justice Research Center, Inc. and
Don M. Gottfredson, School of Criminal Justice, Rutgers University
January 1980 ca. $16.00
ca. 188 pages 0-88410-245-3
Decisions in the criminal justice system is not one in which the nature of these decisions, which makes the results, is a matter of what or what consequences - provide a focal point for the study of crime. This book is a resource for the study of crime, the assessment of specific needs for research and modification of current criminal justice procedures.

JUST DESERTS
Sentencing Based on Equality & Desert
Richard G. Singer, Rutgers University
LC 79-915  $17.50
240 pages 0-88410-799-X
Singer proposes a system of equal sentencing, based on the offense, as a more rational method of allocating societal penalties than our current individualized sentencing, which is based on predictions of future behavior. In debating and examining the commune system as a departure from the current method, the author includes the methodology for sentence determination, the future of parole, the impact of plea bargaining, and the changes that might occur in parole were such an approach adopted.

ESSAYS ON PENAL DESERT
Editor, Andrew von Hirsch,
School of Criminal Justice, Rutgers University
Scheduled for publication March 1980
Contributors: Bernard Williams, Cambridge University; Andrew von Hirsch, Rutgers University; Richard Sparks, Rutgers University; Richard Singer, Rutgers University; John Monahan, University of California at Irvine; Jonathan Hyman, Rutgers University.

THE QUESTION OF PAROLE
Retention, Reform or Abolition?
Andrew von Hirsch and Kathleen H. Hannan, Center for Policy Research, Inc.
LC 78-2131  $16.50
136 pages 0-88410-796-5
The author evaluate the question of retention, altering, or eliminating parole, and make specific recommendations based on their research and evaluation.

POLITICAL PERSPECTIVES
The Study of Criminal Courts
Editor, Peter F. Nardulli, University of Illinois
LC 79-14948  $20.00
320 pages 0-88410-797-3
These essays, by prominent political scientists, discuss the role of criminal courts as dispute processing institutions; outline contemporary theoretical approaches to the study of criminal courts; and analyze three control mechanisms of the dispositional process: sentencing, plea bargaining, and bail.
Jump Street

The story of a play written and performed by inmates at Terminal Island Federal Correctional Institution.

A 60-minute color documentary about a uniquely successful interaction between theatre professionals and prison inmates. The film documents the five-month process needed to turn the inmates' own life struggles into a moving drama.

"A joyous documentary — made with humanity and humor and a real respect for people." — Los Angeles Times

Homeboys

An intimate portrait of a Chicano youth gang, told through the eyes of the gang members.

"The most myth exploding film about Chicanos made to date." — Nuestro Magazine

A 60-minute color documentary.

Rent: $100
Purchase: $650
FOCAL POINT FILMS
P.O. Box 315
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey 07417

SCARED STRAIGHT!


Rick DuBrow of the L.A. Herald Examiner writes: I have been watching TV professionally for about 13 years now, and 'Scared Straight' is without a doubt one of the four or five most extraordinary programming events I have ever seen.

This film takes us inside Pathway State Prison where the convicts literally try to scare juvenile delinquents into going straight by giving them a shockingly blunt account of what prison is really like. More than unique, this program is effective — 80% of these kids leave reformed.

SCARED STRAIGHT. Narrated by PETER FALK.
54 min., color, code #2001
16mm: $630 Video: $490 3-day Rental: $100

To Place Your Order, Or Receive Your FREE New 1979 Film Video Catalog, Phone Or Write:

PYRAMID
Box 1048, Santa Monica, CA 90405, (213) 390-FILM
CRIME AND INTERVENTION

HOSTAGE
By Murray S. Miron and Arnold P. Goldstein
170 pp. 08 023876 9 s  $7.65
1977 08 023875 0 h  $16.50

POLICE AND THE ELDERLY
Edited by Arnold P. Goldstein, William J. Hoyer, and Philip J. Monti
126 pp. 08 023895 9 s  $6.95
1979 08 023894 7 h  $12.50

THE CRIMINAL'S IMAGE OF THE CITY
By Ronald L. Carter and Kim Qualie Hill
115 pp. 1979 08 024633 8 h  $12.50

POLICE CRISIS INTERVENTION
By Arnold P. Goldstein et al
175 pp. 08 023874 2 s  $7.65
1977 08 023873 4 h  $16.50

CRIME AND JUSTICE IN AMERICA: Critical Issues for the Future
Edited by John T. O'Brien and Marvin Marcus
375 pp. 08 025549 3 s  $12.95
1979 08 023857 2 h  $27.50

CRIME AND ITS MODIFICATION: A Social Learning Perspective
By Michael Nietzel
309 pp. 08 023877 7 s  $9.75
1979 08 023876 5 h  $21.50

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH AND THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM
By John Monahan
350 pp. 08 016756 7 s  $10.45
1976 08 016755 5 h  $20.00

POLICE ADMINISTRATION: Organization and Performance
By Anthony V. Bouza
348 pp. 1978 08 022220 X h  $16.50

LAW AND PSYCHIATRY II
Edited by David N. Weisstub
175 pp. 1979 08 023901 3 h  $16.50

PRACTICAL SPANISH FOR SCHOOL PERSONNEL, FIREFMEN, POLICEMEN AND COMMUNITY AGENCIES, 2nd Edition
By Marguerite D. Bomse and Julian H. Alfaro
252 pp. 1979 08 023800 2 s  $6.55
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